Effective immediately, Frontier is discontinuing the use of the NCI code 02VLN.UL3 when used to order “Tunnel” EVCs providing All-to-One bundling functionality. The 02VLN.UL3 code has been used improperly in the past and is being corrected going forward. The proper NCI code to request All-to-One bundled, QinQ, or Tunnel EVCs is 02VLN.A2. Frontier does not currently support the UL3 option as identified by published industry standards.

The 02VLN.UL3 option applies to untagged frames only and allows for DSCP mapping to multiple classes of service. The 02VLN.A2 option applies to all frames, tagged or untagged, and maps them into a single EVC for transmission over the network.

If you have questions regarding the information provided in this notice, please contact your Frontier Account Manager.